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Abstract
Spotify, Netflix, and Airbnb successfully introduced, or are in process of introducing, disruptive
innovations in their industries. Interestingly, their product offerings differ fundamentally in
one respect from classic examples used to exemplify disruptive innovation. Christensen described the cases of mechanical shovel manufacturers being disrupted by the hydraulics technology, and the steel industry being disrupted by the mini-mills. In these two examples, the
disrupters built their product offerings entirely in-house. That action resulted in having every
technological component, used to create the final product, developed exclusively inside the
organization. However, recent developments in the digital sector coupled with the rise of business ecosystems draw attention on a thought-provoking phenomenon. Namely, the concept of
modularity and component reusability evolved from the level of internal products to reach
industry level. In other words, external innovators which are pursuing a disruptive strategy
can build their solution on top of a technological industry platform and reuse its components.
This action provides a great advantage for future-to-be disrupters allowing them to focus on
their core business, resulting in increasing the number of disruptive innovations and reducing
development time. Under this context, our paper is arguing that industry platforms entered
the disruption game by facilitating and easing the emergence of disruptive innovations. We
conducted an inductive study analyzing data coming from four emerging industry platforms
in the realm of Internet of Things (IoT) in order to better understand how technological
industry platforms facilitate disruptive innovations. Our results distinguished between three
different types of industry platforms. Furthermore, each of these categories exhibits unique
characteristics which makes them better equipped to facilitate certain types of disruptive innovations over others.

Key words: technological platforms, disruptive innovation, Internet of Things
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Chapter 1. Introduction
In April 2015, Spotify announced raising capital at a $8 billion valuation,
Netflix’s market value in 2015 was $33 billion, and in March 2015, Airbnb
secured a new round of funding at a $20 billion valuation. Adding up the
numbers will reveal that the combined value of the three companies exceeds the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) of Luxembourg.
More interestingly, Spotify, Netflix, and Airbnb are not traditional players in their industries, instead, they successfully reimagined the way markets were being served. Additionally, they accomplished that while building their product offerings on top of Amazon Web Services platform.
Furthermore, in two Amazon case study reviews from 2013, Emil Fredriksson, Operations Director for Spotify, and Nathan Blecharczyk, Cofounder of Airbnb, agreed on the Amazon platform’s instrumental role in
the success of their companies. Consequently, it can be implied that without a platform-based company similar to Amazon, it would be more difficult, if not impossible, for companies like Spotify, Netflix, or Airbnb to
emerge. Grinding and time-consuming tasks such as database replication
and scaling, provisioning capacity, whether it is storage, servers, or networks are all reduced through Amazon’s platform to a basic API (Application Programming Interface) call. As a result, companies are able to
devote their resources and attention to their core business.
This backstage actor, namely Amazon Web Services cloud platform,
seems to offer fertile ground for organizations to innovate and challenge
industries’ traditional competing rules. The problem however, is that it
seems to be doing that in the background, especially in the particular
context of facilitating innovation that challenges established competing
rules. Therefore, if this process can be understood, controlled, and conducted consciously, then the number of companies similar to Spotify, Netflix, or Airbnb can be greater than before, significantly increasing the
created value.
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1.1

Problem Statement

According to their website (http://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/), Amazon Web Services (AWS) platform offers a set of on-demand cloud computing services which operate from twelve geographical regions across the
world. Amazon Web Services platform seems to be playing the role of an
industry platform leader, providing low level access to computing resources, while high level services, such as facilitating configuration, management, and monitoring are provided by complementors. For example,
RightScale, a third party external organization, offers tools for automation, control and portability for applications deployed on the Amazon
Web Services platform. This makes it easier for other companies to reuse
this common set of assets provided by the industry platform (platform
leader & complementors) to freely innovate and create their own products, services, or technologies for serving different markets (e. g. Spotify,
Netflix, or Airbnb).
This paper defines industry platforms as follows:
“Industry platforms are products, services, or technologies that
act as a foundation upon which external innovators, organized as
an innovative business ecosystem, can develop their own complementary products, technologies, or services”
(Gawer & Cusumano, 2013).
Conducted research classify Airbnb (Guttentag, 2013; Zervas, Proserpio,
& Byers, 2013), Netflix (Cunningham, Silver, & McDonnell, 2010), and
Spotify (Hogan, 2015) as being disruptive innovations. Spotify, Netflix,
and Airbnb, and other companies that employ disruptive innovation as a
strategic choice, are fighting fierce battles in their industries against the
traditional established players. In some cases, these clashes turn into a
fight for the incumbent companies’ very existence as attackers are innovating through new business models or technologies which the former find
hard to adopt in the beginning. As these business models or technologies
mature over time, they prove to be superior and replace traditional ways
of serving the market (e.g. Bower & Christensen, 1995).
With such high stakes at risk, a significant research stream was dedicated
to identify, understand, and exploit situations for new entrants that have
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potential to pose a significant threat and maximize their chances to replace the incumbents (Christensen & Rosenbloom, 1995). On the other
hand, extensive work was conducted to understand and develop strategies
for helping established players successfully defend their position
(Charitou & Markides, 2003).
However, while most of the academic research had traditionally focused
on the battlefield, where the bullets are being fired, trying to find better
ways to attack or to defend, an equally important role in this confrontation, is left out, namely, the role of the facilitator. Which, in this context,
seems to be played by industry platforms. Amazon Web Services, and
other similar industry platforms leaders, allow external autonomous
agents to innovate, but no specific research efforts have been made to
improve and facilitate their emergence, especially in the context of disruptive innovations where the scale and impact are dramatic. One reason
for this research gap is the incipient stage of existing research about how
industry platform facilitate disruptive innovation. More fundamentally,
despite its growing importance, our understanding of the concept of industry platforms is still in a very early stage (Cusumano, 2010; Gawer,
2014).
Consequently, the focus of this paper will weld existing knowledge of
technological platforms and disruptive innovation theory by improving
our understanding regarding industry platforms’ facilitator role in the
emergence of disruptive innovations.

1.2

Statement of Research

To address the research gap, this paper introduces the notion of industry
platforms as facilitators for disruptive innovations. The idea here is that
the continuous process of disruption should not be considered merely as
a two players game, between the disrupter and disruptee that needs to
defend. With the rise of the platform business model: player three has
just entered the game in the disruptive innovation process, by introducing
the role of the facilitator.
Furthermore, this research indicates that instead of following the “disrupt
or be disrupted” mantra, a company can choose a third position and
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provide a system that brings together a set of common technological components to make it easier for organizations to build solutions for disrupting industries, or to defend their incumbent positions.
However, this does not necessarily imply that being a powerful platform
leader makes a company immune to being disrupted (Gawer &
Cusumano, 2013). While a platform leader still needs to pay attention
and look for signs of its own disruption, this paper is arguing that, in the
same time, it can facilitate the emergence of companies that bring disruptive innovations to other industries.
The facilitator position offers interesting perspectives, as it does not seem
the share the high risks associated to being a disrupter. With lot of things
that can go wrong unless pursued correctly, not all disruptive innovations
succeed, keeping the risk rate high for adopting this strategy. In addition,
the facilitator position cannot be associated with the difficulties that an
incumbent is facing when confronted with disruptive innovation. Christensen’s dedicates a lot of space to this phenomenon in his book The
Innovator’s Dilemma: When New Technologies Cause Great Firms to
Fail. His work elaborates on how established organizations are puzzled
about investing resources in sustaining innovation or disruptive innovation, when is the best timing to adopt disruptive innovation, and even if
they decide to adopt disruptive innovation, which one should be chosen
(Christensen, 1997). Making it clear that being an established player confronted with disruptive innovation is not a comfortable position for a
company to find itself in. Given the context, this paper argues that there
is a third position that a company can adopt in the disruptive innovation
game, and which, despite its attractiveness, the current knowledge does
not allow companies to confidently and consciously undertake it.

Consequently, the question to be answered in this research is:
RQ:

How do industry platforms facilitate disruptive innovation?
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Research question has four major components that need to be clearly
defined:
1. industry platforms – we align with Gawer and Cusumano (2014, 2003)
definition of industry platforms.
2. disruptive innovation – we align with Christensen (1997) definition of
disruptive innovation.
3. facilitating disruptive innovation – the concept of facilitation inherently means removing barriers or providing favorable conditions
aimed to ease the circumstances surrounding the emergence stage of
an entity or a process. In the current context the characteristics of
disruptive innovations will be extracted from literature and analyzed
for identifying what barriers need to be removed or what supportive
conditions need to amplified.
Subsequently, a theoretical framework, that brings together knowledge
on industry platforms and disruption innovation theory is introduced
with focus on industry platforms’ role as facilitators for emerging disruptive innovations. The empirical context chosen to study this phenomenon
and answer our research question is the emerging Internet of Things (IoT)
paradigm. According to which many of the objects that we find in our
environment at the moment, will be connected to the internet in one form
or another (Gubbi, Buyya, Marusic, & Palaniswamia, 2013). The assumption is that the Internet of Things represents a major technological change
(i.e. a paradigm shift) that has the potential to lead to emerging disruptive innovations in different industries. Therefore, industry platforms
built to support IoT companies have the potential to facilitate disruptive
innovations.
This work differs from previously conducted research as it introduces a
new perspective over connecting existing literature on industry platforms
and disruptive innovation. The suggested angle of study is the theoretical
possibility that industry platforms can facilitate the emergence of disruptive innovations. The structure of this thesis is as follows: Chapter 2 gives
a comprehensive theoretic background of the two major concepts employed in this research, namely, industry platforms and disruptive innovation, as well as the work done so far to connect these two research
streams. Chapter 3 describes the empirical context and elaborates on the
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research design and methodology. Next, the data analysis, empirical results, and discussion are elaborated in Chapter 4. Conclusions are drawn
in Chapter 5, along with contributions, limitations, and indications for
future research.
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Chapter 2. Theoretical back-

ground
In order to capture and understand the facilitator role of platforms in
emergence of companies which challenge industries’ established rules, a
clear view on the concept of “platform” is required as well as understanding differences between different types of platforms. Secondly, a firm understanding on the type of innovation that Spotify, Netflix, or Airbnb
brought to their markets is required.
Amazon Web Services is often referred to as being a platform – but, what
exactly is a platform? The answers seem to vary considerably based on
the context in which the term is being used. In the research domain of
business economics, the evolution of platform thinking can be traced back
in the 1990s when the concept product platform was first introduced.
The product platform term was used to describe how companies can
achieve cost savings and benefit from adopting an in-house modular architecture for their product development process (Cusumano, 2010). In
addition, a product platform allowed companies to increase the efficiency
rate for designing and creating derivative products that share a common
structure (Gawer & Cusumano, 2013). As a result, the role of a product
platform was to serve as a foundation around which a company can develop a series of related products by reusing common components
(Cusumano, 2010).
According to Parker and Van Alstyne (2012), platforms require a nontraditional business model and a different way of working. Furthermore,
platforms do not have standard linear supply chains, instead, they are
ecosystems with many cross dependencies (Parker & Van Alstyne, 2012).
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2.1

Industry platforms

Later on, researchers observing the evolution of technology and rise of
the Internet, derived the concept of industry platform (Gawer &
Cusumano, 2002). Similar to an in-house product platform, an industry
platform offers a common base (often technological) that an organization
can reuse in different product variations (Cusumano, 2010). However,
the parts of an industry platform are not exclusively provided by a single
organization nor is the usage kept in-house. Instead, due to increased
scale and impact, industry platforms’ technological components are likely
to be added by different external autonomous agents called complementors (Gawer & Cusumano, 2013). For example, Microsoft Windows and
the personal computer engaged multiple companies to work together for
providing industry wide platforms for information technology
(Cusumano, 2010).
Refining the understanding on industry platform, researchers revealed the
constitutive parts of an industry platform as following: the platform
leader (organizations that lead industry wide innovation) and external
complementors (companies that innovate on top of the platform and expand the platform’s value) (Cusumano & Gawer, 2003). In addition, an
industry platform provides little to no value to the end consumers without the complementary products or services (Cusumano, 2010). The industry platform concept is illustrated in Figure 1.

Industry plaform
Complementors

Platform Leader

Figure 1 - Industry platform concept developed by Gawer and Cusumano (2002)

Furthermore, two recent research streams added more dimensions to our
understanding of industry platforms by considering two different approach angles.
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The economic perspective, focused on platform competition, views platforms as multi-sided markets (Hagiu & Wright, 2015; Hagiu, 2006; Harles,
Ean, Rochet, & Tirole, 2001; Rochet, 2016). In addition, two-sided network effects are an important component of multisided platforms. Twosided network effects are used to analyze and explain strategic pricing
behavior and product design decisions in two-sided markets (Parker &
Van Alstyne, 2005, 2012). Furthermore, extensive work has been conducted on identifying challenges and working strategies for multisided
platforms (Eisenmann, Parker, & Alstyne, 2006; Hagiu, 2014; Muzellec,
Ronteau, & Lambkin, 2012). However, following a multi-sided platform
strategy is not a generic answer for every company’s strategic questions
and the multi-sided platform model should not be considered inherently
superior to traditional models (Hagiu & Wright, 2013). Although it may
seem very attractive, research has proved that it can be often a recipe for
failure, making a seemly secure business susceptible to a disrupter from
either end (Hagiu & Wright, 2013). Therefore, managers should not
blindly adopt the multisided-platform model without any considerations
for their competitive landscape (Hagiu & Wright, 2013).
Secondly, the engineering design perspective, concerned with platform innovation, views platforms as technological architectures (Baldwin &
Woodard, 2008; Chesbrough, 2003; Hatchuel et al., 2010). This research
stream established that platforms systems are evolvable due to a combination of stability and variety made possible by their “stable, yet versatile” interfaces (Baldwin & Woodard, 2008).
As a more holistic view on the technological platform concept was needed,
the two theoretical perspectives were integrated into one comprehensive
framework that refers to platforms as evolving organizations, and distinguishes between three main different categories: internal platforms, supply chain platforms, and industry platforms (Gawer, 2014). This integrative framework states that internal platforms are used exclusively within
one firm and governed by internal managerial authority, while a supply
chain platform is shared by partners within a supply chain organizational
structure having the coordination mechanisms enforced by contractual
relationships. According to the same framework, industry platforms are
seen as operating at ecosystem level, and having specific ecosystem governance mechanisms.
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Another criterion used by the framework to differentiate types of platforms is given by the access that platforms have to innovative capabilities, or the degree of which external agents, or complementors can innovate on top of the platform. For internal platforms (e.g. Black and
Decker), no external agents are allowed to access the platform, constraining the innovation capabilities to the firm’s own abilities. In the case of
supply chain platforms, the platform’s interfaces are shared exclusively
with the company’s supply chain partners (e.g. Renault–Nissan, Boeing),
limiting the platform’s innovation capabilities.
In contrast, industry platforms offer potentially unlimited external innovative capabilities. Amazon Web Services platform provided for companies like Spotify, Netflix, and Airbnb, an option to reimagine, challenge
traditional rules, and serve any potential market. Therefore, the first
point of interest for this research is represented by industry platforms
and their ability to allow external agents to innovate without restrictions.
The main differences between the three types of platforms are centralized
in the organizational continuum of technological platforms (Gawer, 2014)
presented in Figure 2.

Firm

Supply-chain

Ecosystem

Closed

Somewhat open

Open

Accessible
Capabilities

Within the
firm

Within the
supply-chain

Within the
ecosystem

Governance

Managerial
authority

Contractual
relationships

Ecosystem
governance

Internal platforms

Supply-chain
platforms

Industry platforms

Organizational
Form
Interfaces

Figure 2 – Adaption after the organizational continuum of technological platforms (Gawer, 2014)
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However, we are still in the early stages of understanding how common
and important industry platforms really are (Cusumano, 2010).

2.2

Disruptive Innovation Theory

The ability to freely innovate on top of the platform represents only half
of the issue that this paper aims to address, leaving one important component uncovered, namely, the type of innovation that is created in this
process. As the term innovation has a broad meaning, researchers offered
a framework for defining innovation, distinguishing between four fundamental types: incremental, modular, architectural, and radical
(Henderson & Clark, 1990). The four types of innovation are illustrated
in Figure 3.

Core concepts
Reinforced

Overturned

Incremental innovation

Modular innovation

Architectural innovation

Radical innovation

Linkages between core
concepts and components

Unchanged

Changed
Figure 3 - A framework for defining innovation (Henderson & Clark, 1990)

According to the work conducted by Henderson and Clark (1990), radical
and incremental innovation are the extreme points of their resulting
framework. Furthermore, they acknowledge that radical innovation imposes a new dominant design and a new set of core design concepts, while
incremental innovation only enhances and makes advances on an already
established design. Moreover, in defining incremental innovation, they
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agree that improvement occurs in individual components, but the underlying code design concepts, and the links between them, remain the same
(Henderson & Clark, 1990). When referring to the last two types of innovation, Henderson and Clark (1990) set the boundaries for modular innovation as only changing the relationships between design concepts of a
technology. Lastly, architectural innovation changes the core design concepts of a technology (Henderson & Clark, 1990).
Later on, our understanding of innovation was expanded with the addition of two more dimensions, namely, the attributes valued by customers
for assessing product performance and the time dimension to differentiate
between sustaining and disruptive technological innovations (Bower &
Christensen, 1995; Christensen, 1993, 1997). This new emerging theoretical concept, named disruptive innovation, received a lot of attention from
academics which expanded and refined its definition. Disruptive innovation has a series of characteristics which clearly sets it apart from the
types of innovations identified by Henderson and Clark (1990). Disruptive innovation characteristics with respect to (Christensen, Verlinden,
& Westerman, 2002) are presented in Table 1.

Table 1 - The set of attributes which defines disruptive innovation (Christensen et al., 2002).

Disruptive innovation characteristics
1.

In the beginning, the available functionality is insufficient to meet customer needs in
mainstream tiers of the market

2.

The functionality provided by incumbents over shoots what customers in lower tiers
of the market can utilize and are willing to pay for

3.

The basis of competition in those tiers of the market that are over-served in functionality changes. Speed to market, and the ability to conveniently customize features
and functions become competitively important

4.

Product architectures facilitate competition on new dimensions

5.

In those tiers of the market in which overshooting have occurred, the industry tends
to disintegrate; existing incumbents are being replaced

6.

Because the pace of technological progress proceeds faster than the ability of customers in given tiers of the market to absorb it, the sequence of events in steps 1–5 above
recurs, in each progressively more demanding tier of the market
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Later on, Christensen and Raynor (2003) distinguished between two
types of disruptive innovations, namely, low-end disruptions and newmarket disruptions. Low-end disruptions are directed at overserved and
least profitable customers at the lower end of the market. This type of
disruption does not create new markets, instead, it concentrates on creating and profiting from low-cost business models that are positioned to
capture the least attractive of the existing firm's customers (Christensen,
Johnson, & Rigby, 2002; Christensen & Raynor, 2003).

2.3

Platforms and disruption innovation theory

Our literature review chapter cannot be complete without considering
prior work which connected platform research stream with the disruptive
innovation research stream. Previous efforts to materialize this connection focused on two main directions.
Firstly, some studies tried to include platform thinking in evaluating incumbent performance. Their focus was on how established companies are
able to keep their dominant positions with respect to emerging disruptive
innovations (Ansari & Krop, 2012; Brown, Hendry, & Harborne, 2007;
Rodrigues, Chimenti, Nogueira, Hupsel, & Repsold, 2014).
Secondly, the research conducted focused on identifying successful strategies for disrupting existing incumbents in different industries involving
platform-based business models (Kenagy & Christensen, 2002; Sapsed,
Grantham, & DeFillippi, 2007; Soleimani & Zenios, 2011; Walsh, 2004).
However, despite all the great contributions made by previous research,
there is still little known about how industry platforms facilitate disruptive change – in line with Christensen (1997, 1995) definition of the term.
And yet, if research could expose more about this phenomenon, it would
provide a great value for platform-based companies and for platform external innovators as well. The current research suggests a unique approach angle. This study aims to merge platform thinking and disruptive
innovation research streams by assessing the theoretical that a certain
type of platforms, namely, industry platforms, can play an important role
in facilitating emerging disruptive innovations.
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Chapter 3. Empirical study
3.1

Empirical Context

Technological platforms, at industry level, are steadily and confidently
becoming the dominant business model of the 21 century (Hoelck &
Ballon, 2015). It provides no surprise that the value of industry-led technological platform concept and its applicability start to get attention of
researchers from very diverse fields, stretching from neuroscience to connected cars and even governmental policies that concern whole national
economies.
In the neuroscience field, technological platforms could play a key role
particularly in tasks associated with collecting, analyzing, and sharing
very large datasets, leading the effort to reduce costs and increase efficiency (Sandrini, 2015). In the same time, but concerning an entirely
different sector, Audi Connect, BMW ConnectedDrive, and Mercedes
Connect Me technological platforms are used to boost industrywide innovation (Mikusz, Jud, & Schäfer, 2015). Furthermore, a study from 2013
was conducted to understand and learn from Russia’s experience in creating technology platforms for solving the problems of supporting innovation in key sectors of the economy. The study concluded that, in the
near future, technology platforms will completely shape Russia’s domestic
national innovation system, as well as its organizational and investment
mechanisms (Zlyvko, 2013).
These recent studies acknowledge and draw attention to the increasing
incidence and impact of technological platforms on industry level innovation. Focusing on very specific parts of this wider theoretical concept, this
paper is aiming to research industry platforms’ facilitator role in the arise
of a particular type of innovation, namely, disruptive innovation.
The opportunity to study this theoretical possibility is provided by an
emerging technological paradigm shift that has the potential to impact
almost every industry, and will force organizations to rethink how entire
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markets are being served. The researchers identify this novel technological paradigm swift using the phrase Internet of Things. Furthermore, this
novel paradigm provides fertile ground for technological platforms to
emerge and has the demonstrated ability to introduce and support disruptive innovations. These two components make it the optimal empirical
context for conducting the current study. Next, a clear definition of this
concept must be first determined, before it can serve as an empirical
component for the current study.

3.2.1. Internet of Things (IoT) definition

The phrase Internet of Things came to life in 1999. The circumstances of
this event are both intriguing and thought-provoking, as the term was
not introduced by academic scholars as a result of an extensive and comprehensive empirical study. Instead, Internet of Things was the title of
an internal presentation that Kevin Ashton, back then an assistant brand
manager at Procter & Gamble (P&G), gave to executives regarding the
usage of Radio-frequency identification technology (RFID) to improve
P&G's supply chain (Ashton, 2009).
However, despite non-academic circumstances surrounding its birth, this
theoretical term’s popularity exploded as it was adopted by researchers
and business community alike. A simple search on Google Scholar, on the
exact phrase “Internet of Things” will return more than 90,000 scientific
papers and books on this subject. In the past years, the concept was
rigorously defined (Fleisch, 2010), explored in depth (Atzori, Iera, &
Morabito, 2010), and enriched with new viewpoints and future directions
for development (Gubbi et al., 2013). Making it today one of the most
attractive and impactful research areas for future work, especially when
converged with other synergistic research streams such as Big Data
(Alberti, Reis, Righi, Mu, & Chang, 2015).
This paper aligns with research that coins Internet of Things (IoT) as a
novel technological paradigm which argues that objects – such as RadioFrequency IDentification (RFID) tags, sensors, actuators, mobile phones,
etc. – using unique addressing schemes and modern wireless telecommunication technology, are able to interact with each other and cooperate
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to reach common goals (Atzori et al., 2010). It is worth mentioning another theoretical concept that emerged in parallel with Internet of Things
called spime, which enhances our understanding of IoT term. A spime is
defined as a manufactured object that is uniquely identifiable, sustainable, enhanceable and which can be precisely tracked through its entire
lifespan, being user-alterable at any moment, while providing an extensive and rich informational support (Sterling, 2005).
Other attention-grabbing and extensive studied components of the IoT
concept are its high scalability and large impact. Previous research established that for accomplishing a complete IoT vision, efficient and scalable
computing and storage technological systems are essential (Gubbi et al.,
2013). Furthermore, as improving the connection between human factor
and objects will generate a huge quantity of data, for managing this information, researchers suggested that technological systems’ scalability
component is a key requirement for supporting the current growth of IoT
(Gomes, da Rosa Righi, & da Costa, 2014).
Secondly, in January 2016 in a press release referring to the impact of
IoT, Gartner argued that by 2020, more than half of major new business
processes and systems will include some elements of the Internet of Things
vision. Moreover, McKinsey & Company published in July 2015, in Fortune magazine, the results of a research study which concluded that IoT
total economic impact could be as high as $3.9 trillion to $11.1 trillion
per year in 2025. In addition, GSM Association, representing the interests
of nearly 800 mobile operators worldwide, conducted its own study on
IoT’s potential impact. The study revealed that, in the next years, IoT
will expand and evolve making it imperative for industry actors to cooperate on interoperability in order to avoid fragmentation, maximize its
potential, and ensure that different devices and services are able to communicate with each other seamlessly (Bouverot, 2015).
While a certain degree of hype around Internet of Things is obvious
(Haller, 2010), there are a large number of empirical studies that offer
solid ground for stating that the IoT has potential to severely impact and
transform the current business environment (Harris, Wang, & Wang,
2015; Uckelmann, Harrison, & Michahelles, 2011).
As a result, a significant number of large organizations are already building solutions for implementing Internet of Things visionary future. Intel,
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working with its ecosystem partners, defined a system architecture specification (SAS) for connecting almost any type of device to cloud, whether
it has native Internet connectivity or not. Furthermore, IBM Watson
technology platform extends the power of cognitive computing to the Internet of Things. Similarly, Microsoft Azure IoT platform helps connecting devices, analyze previously-untapped data, and integrate business systems. In addition, Google Brillo project introduces an Android-based embedded OS that brings the simplicity and speed of mobile software development to IoT hardware to make it cost-effective to build a secure smart
device, and to keep it updated over time.
Intel, IBM, Microsoft, and Google they all refer to their IoT technological
systems as platforms. Furthermore, research conducted identifies them as
technological industry platforms. (Gawer & Cusumano, 2013; Gawer &
Henderson, 2007; Gawer & Phillips, 2013). Moreover, extensive work has
been conducted on connecting technological platforms with Internet of
Things (O Mazhelis & Tyrvainen, 2014; Oleksiy Mazhelis, Luoma, &
Warma, 2012; Mineraud, Mazhelis, Su, & Tarkoma, 2015; Westerlund,
Leminen, & Rajahonka, 2014). Furthermore, Internet of Things has been
acknowledged as having potential to generate disruptive innovations in
line with Christensen’s definition of the term (Ebersold & Hartford,
2015). Additionally, significant work strengthens the idea that Internet
of Things offers fertile ground for developing disruptive innovations (Ma
& Zhang, 2011; Milito, 2014).
Therefore, the empirical setting offered by IoT is highly appealing for
studying industry platforms’ facilitator role in the emergence of disruptive innovations.

3.2

Research Design

The methodological fit, referring to internal consistency among the defined research question, prior work, research design, and theoretical contribution, is increasing in importance in the field of management research
(Edmondson & Mcmanus, 2007; Scadura & Williams, 2000). Therefore,
special attention was given to the research design process. For under-
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standing the facilitator role of industry platform in the emergence of disruptive innovation, this paper employs an inductive approach, namely,
the case study research methodology.
Case study is an inductive research strategy which focuses on understanding the dynamics present within single settings (Eisenhardt, 1989; Yin,
1994). Case studies can involve either single or multiple cases, and numerous levels of analysis and typically combine data collection methods
such as archives, interviews, questionnaires, and observations
(Eisenhardt, 1989). Case studies can be used to generate theory and can
rely only on qualitative data for reaching results (Eisenhardt, 1989).
This research will employ a complete roadmap for executing this type of
research. This framework is summarized in Table 2.

Table 2 - Process of Building Theory from Case Study Research (Eisenhardt, 1989; Yin, 1994)

Step

Activity

Reason

Getting
Started

Definition of research question
Possibly a priori constructs

Focuses efforts
Provides better grounding of construct measures
Retains theoretical flexibility

Neither theory nor hypotheses
Selecting
Cases

Specified population

Crafting Instruments
and Protocols

Multiple data collection methods

Strengthens grounding of theory by
triangulation of evidence

Qualitative and quantitative data combined
Multiple investigators

Synergistic view of evidence

Overlap data collection and analysis, including field notes

Speeds analyses and reveals helpful
adjustments to data collection

Entering
Field

Theoretical, not random, sampling
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Constrains extraneous variation and
sharpens external validity
Focuses efforts on theoretically useful cases-i.e., those that replicate or
extend theory by filling conceptual
categories

Fosters divergent perspectives and
strengthens grounding
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Analyzing
Data

Flexible and opportunistic data collection
methods

Allows investigators to take advantage of emergent themes and
unique case features

Within-case analysis

Gains familiarity with data and
preliminary theory generation
Forces investigators to look beyond
initial impressions and see evidence
thru multiple lenses

Cross-case pattern search using divergent
techniques

Shaping Hypotheses

Iterative tabulation of evidence for each
construct
Replication, not sampling, logic across
cases
Search evidence for "why" behind relationships

Sharpens construct definition, validity, and measurability
Confirms, extends, and sharpens
theory
Builds Internal validity

Enfolding
Literature

Comparison with conflicting literature

Builds internal validity, raises theoretical level, and sharpens construct
definitions

Comparison with similar literature

Sharpens generalizability, improves
construct definition, and raises theoretical level

Theoretical saturation when possible

Ends process when marginal improvement
becomes small

Reaching
Closure

Case study inductive research strategy is suitable for times when little is
known about a phenomenon, current perspectives seem inadequate because they have little empirical substantiation, or they conflict with each
other or common sense (Eisenhardt, 1989; Yin, 1994). Or, sometimes,
serendipitous findings in a theory-testing study suggest the need for a
new perspective (Eisenhardt, 1989). In these situations, theory building
from case study re- search is particularly appropriate because theory
building from case studies does not rely on previous literature or prior
empirical evidence (Eisenhardt, 1989).
Very little is known about the role of industry platforms in facilitating
the emergence of disruptive innovations: current perspectives seem inad-
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equate because they have little (or none) empirical evidence. In this particular case, theory building from case study research is appropriate because theory building from case studies does not rely on previous literature or prior empirical evidence. An elaboration on the steps described in
the framework proposed by Eisenhardt (1989), and employed in the current research is presented in Table 3.

Table 3 – Describing the process of building theory from case study research developed by Eisenhardt (1989).

Step

Description

Getting
Started

Definition of research question:
•
without it, researcher may become overwhelmed by the data.
•
it permits more accurate measurements
Possibly a priori constructs:
•
early identification of the research question and possible constructs is helpful
•
the research question may shift during the research
•
no initial construct is guaranteed a place in the resultant theory
Neither theory nor hypotheses:
•
theory-building research is begun as close as possible to the ideal of no theory under consideration and no hypotheses to test
•
preordained theoretical perspectives or propositions may limit the findings

Selecting
Cases

Specified population:
•
crucial concept, as it defines the set of entities from which the research sample will be extracted
Theoretical, not random, sampling:
•
this step is uncommon when building theory from case studies
•
random selection is neither necessary, nor even preferable in this context
•
theoretical case sampling is used to replicate or extend the emergent theory

Crafting
Instruments
and Protocols

Multiple data collection methods:
•
multiple data collection methods are used, such as interviews, observations,
archival sources, and even quantitative.
Qualitative and quantitative data combined:
•
can involve qualitative data only, quantitative only, or both.
Multiple investigators:
•
multiple investigators enhance the confidence and creative of the study
•
one strategy is employing multiple investigators to visit sites in teams
•
another strategy is to give individuals on the team unique roles
•
another tactic is to create multiple research teams, with teams being assigned to cover some case sites, but not others

Entering
Field

Overlap data collection and analysis, including field notes:
•
implies frequent overlap of data analysis with data collection
Flexible and opportunistic data collection methods:
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•
•
•
•

overlapping data analysis with data collection gives a head start in analysis
overlapping data analysis with data collection allows flexible data collection
gives the autonomy to make adjustments during the data collection stage
the adjustments can be the addition of cases to validate and verify particular
theoretical concepts which emerge

Analyzing Data

Within-case analysis:
•
it is the heart of building theory from case studies
•
it is both the most difficult and the least codified part of the process
•
the importance of within-case analysis is driven by a staggering volume of data
•
typically involves detailed case study write-ups for each site
•
become intimately familiar with each case as a stand-alone entity
•
allows unique patterns of each case to emerge before investigators push to
generalize patterns across cases
Cross-case pattern search using divergent techniques:
•
it is coupled with within-case analysis
•
the key to good cross-case analysis is looking at data in many divergent ways
•
it is forces investigators to go beyond initial impressions

Shaping
Hypotheses

Iterative tabulation of evidence for each construct:
•
involves measuring constructs and verifying relationships
•
compares systematically the emergent frame with the evidence from each case
Replication, not sampling, logic across cases:
•
one step in shaping hypotheses is the sharpening of constructs
•
refines the definition of the construct
•
builds evidence which measures the construct in each case
•
uses constant comparison between data and constructs so that accumulating
evidence from diverse sources converges on a single, well defined construct
Search evidence for "why" behind relationships:
•
verifies that emergent relationships fit with the evidence in each case
•
a relationship may be confirmed by the case evidence or may be revised, disconfirmed, or thrown out for insufficient evidence
•
qualitative data is particularly useful for understanding why or why not emergent relationships hold

Enfolding
Literature

Comparison with conflicting literature:
•
ignoring conflicting literature decreases the confidence in the findings
•
conflicting literature represents an opportunity to adopt a more creative,
frame-breaking mode of thinking
Comparison with similar literature:
•
it ties together underlying similarities in phenomena normally not associated
with each other
•
the result is often a theory with stronger internal validity, wider generalizability, and higher conceptual level.

Reaching
Closure

Theoretical saturation when possible:
•
researchers should stop adding cases when theoretical saturation is reached
•
the iteration process stops when the incremental improvement to theory is
minimal
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3.2.1. Case selection

A first important step in the data analysis process was to initially define
the research question. As without a research question, at least in broad
terms, it is easy to become overwhelmed by the volume of data
(Eisenhardt, 1989). However, although early identification of the research
question and possible constructs is useful, it is equally important to understand that the research question may shift during the research
(Eisenhardt, 1989; Yin, 1994).
Next, the research process continued with defining the population from
which the cases will be selected to participate in the study. When defining
the population two major aspects were considered. Firstly, the companies
must operate according to a technological platform-based business model.
Furthermore, they were classified as technological platforms in line with
Gawer’s (2014) technological platforms integrative framework. Secondly,
they must conduct business in one of the identified IoT related areas.
These specific areas could be, but not necessarily limited to, network for
IoT, sensors for collecting data, infrastructure for assuring the data flow.
processing and analysis (Atzori et al., 2010).
After the study population was defined, the list of potential participants
contained more than thirty platform-based organizations conducting
business in the IoT area. However, due to resource constraints a smaller
sample set needed to be selected for further analysis. Eisenhardt (1989)
warns that in case study research random selection is neither necessary,
nor preferable, instead, theoretical sampling should be used. Consequently, theoretical, not random, sampling was necessary to draft the
sample.
The additional theoretical criteria that was used to separate our sample
from the rest of the population was provided by Gawer’s (2014) work on
defining the concept of industry platforms. According to this work, industry platforms share a set of characteristics which set them apart from
other types of platforms, such as internal platforms, or supply chain platforms. As this paper focusses exclusively on industry platforms, it is important to use existing theory to ensure that the selected companies are
a real world representation of the theoretical notions considered. Accord-
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ing to Gawer (2014) the industry platform concept is composed of a platform leader and external complementors which can use the platform’s
open interfaces to innovate without restrictions.
The theoretical sampling process applied to our identified population resulted in the selection of four companies which were accepted to take part
in our case study research. This number is considered to pass Eisenhardt’s
(1989) rigors regarding develop theory form case studies. The companies
chose to remain unidentified, therefore, any sensitive information was left
out, and the study was conducted assuring the complete anonymity of
the participants. However, the research process and the results of the
current study were not affected in any form by this step. Table 4 offers a
description of each of the four selected companies.

Table 4 – Four companies were selected to take part in our case study research

Company

Headquarters

Size

Year
founded

Company A - Industry platform for
capturing, processing, visualizing and
controlling enormous amounts of Internet of Things data in real-time

Finland

51-200
employees

2001

Company B - Internet of Things
platform for connecting devices with
proximity awareness to the cloud

Poland

51-200
employees

2013

United States

1-10
employees

2011

Company C - Cloud-based data analytics platform for the Internet of
Things
Company D - A business unit of a
large multinational set up to develop
solutions under the Internet of
Things context

The Netherlands

10,001+
employees*

2014**

* This is the total number of employees of the large organization and not of only the Internet of Things dedicated business group.
** This represents the year the business group focused on internet of things was founded within the larger organization.
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Company A technological platform provides new ways to capture, process, visualize and control enormous amounts of data in real-time, which
can help businesses in various industries improve what they do, and how
they do it. Company A service is a next generation SaaS (Software as a
Service) suite that enables customers to gather system, network and cloud
measurement data and arrange the information in a context that is relevant to businesses and their customers. Company A service displays the
data in an easily understandable, concise and relevant way, real-time, and
historical. A unified view of status and performance can be seen at a
glance, not limited only to infrastructure but also applications and services.
Company B helps build technological proximity solutions. To properly
understand the “proximity technology”, a clear view on the term needs
to be drafted, for that, we are using the data collected from our case
study. Company B uses beacons to deploy its proprietary proximity solution. A beacon is a fundamentally a very simple piece of hardware. They
are small, generally very short ranged, battery power devices that broadcast a unique signal at regular intervals, over Bluetooth radio. Because
Bluetooth is very short ranged it rarely detects a signal beyond 30-40
meters - this is not a flaw, it is a feature. When the signal is detected the
signal that means that a person or an object is in proximity of wherever
the device is. Proximity is valuable because it can identify where the
device is travelling by seeing what Bluetooth beacons (these are stationary) detect. And it is a variety of ways in which proximity data can be
used, and of course, to some extent this may seem very similar to what
GPS does, except that GPS is an actual physical location data and GPS
requires a lot of battery power to work. The proximity information is
only valuable only if the location where the beacon is broadcasting is
known. In generally, beacons can be installed in a fixed location and their
signal is captured by a beacon reader device that is changing its location
freely. In some cases, the beacon reader devices are installed in a fixed
location and the beacons move around. In one way or the other, a fixed
reference point is needed for the proximity solution to work. However,
this enablement of leveraging proximity technology also comes with a
restriction, namely, solutions that do not use this technology are not a fit
for the platform, therefore, should not be built on top of Company B
platform.
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Company C is cloud-based data analytics platform for the Internet of
Things that provides real-time decision making capabilities to users and
devices. It has been built with big-data tools to manage large amounts of
devices and data streams with very high frequency sample rates. Also,
company C data analytics platform was designed to allow IoT entrepreneurs and developers to start with small test projects and scale to capture
millions of streams of data coming in from sensors, apps, and other fixed
and mobile devices across the globe. Company C patented its data analytics platform component which gives immediate access to stream data,
roll-up data, and up to 140 statistics per stream. It is designed as a horizontal platform to be used across all industries.
Finally, company D digital platform represents a new era in connected
health care for both patients and providers, as healthcare continues to
move outside the hospital walls, and into patients’ homes and everyday
lives. Company D platform, supported by salesforce.com, is an open,
cloud-based platform, which collects, compiles and analyzes clinical and
other data from multiple devices and sources. Health systems, care providers and individuals can access data on personal health, specific patient
conditions and entire populations—so care can be more personalized and
people more empowered in their own health, wellbeing and lifestyle. Connecting solutions from the hospital to the home, can enable a path to
healthier living and wellbeing, throughout the health continuum.

3.2.2. Research instruments and protocols

In line with the inductive case study research strategy a qualitative data
collection process was conducted. In this process, semi structured-interviews were used and, instead of a rigid structure, this flexibility allowed
creating interviews around industry platform and disruptive innovation
theoretical concepts. The researcher conducting the interviews was opportunistic with respect with collecting information. Furthermore, during
the interviews, the researcher exploited on ad-hoc basis certain paths
which he considered that may enrich the data collection process.
A special attention was given to the idea of collecting an even and balanced amount of data regarding both themes from each interview. Therefore, all interviews were split in half, firstly, questions were asked about
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industry platform, secondly, the interviewees were asked about disruptive
innovation.
However, the exact boundaries and characteristics of disruptive innovation concept are still debated and scattered in many different perspectives. Despite the fact that the concept was introduced by Christensen in
1995 and it was continuously refined since then, it did not reach the
required maturity to be used without confusion. In the HBR (Harvard
Business Review) magazine edition issued in December 2015, Christensen
published an article titled “What Is Disruptive Innovation?”. In that article, he warned about the dangers of misusing the terminology around
disruptive innovation.
The risk for our data collection process was that the interviewees may
had a poor understanding of what disruptive innovation is - in Christensen sense of the term. In most of the cases, disruptive innovation gets
easily mistaken with any radical innovation. Consequently, a special
strategy was adopted to mitigate this risk. The interviewing strategy consisted in not asking direct questions about disruptive innovation. Instead,
this concept was broken down into atomic parts on which misinterpretation cannot occur.
Furthermore, compulsory access to the highest level of management in
the case study organizations was imposed by the nature of the theoretical
concepts analyzed in this paper. These concepts are relevant at a company’s strategic level. Therefore, all the interviewees taken into account
in this study were required to have access to such a level in the company’s
organizational hierarchy.
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Due to the fact that the companies are from different continents, interviews were held through the use of Skype. The timetable for the data
collection process is presented in Table 5.

Table 5 - The timetable for the data collection processes

Company

Interviewees level in
the company

Date of collection

Company A

C-level

November 2015

Company B

Senior management

December 2015

Company C

VP level

December 2015

Company D

Senior management

December 2015
January 2016

Before entering the field, the data collection process was designed to be
flexible and opportunistic. Furthermore, the data collection process was
overlapped with the data analysis process. The length of the interviews
was at least one hour, with some of them, exceeding one hour and twenty
minutes.
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Chapter 4.

4.1

Empirical results

Data Analysis

Traditionally, theory can be developed by combining previous literature,
experience, and common sense in analyzing data (Eisenhardt, 1989). Glaser and Strauss agree that development of a testable, reliable, and valid
theory is conditioned by a close connection with empirical reality, but
Perrow and Pfeffer, draw attention to the fact that the links between
actual data and conclusions are often slender (Eisenhardt, 1989).
Therefore, a special attention was given in this thesis to the sub-processes
that start with analyzing data and end with reaching results. According
to the research methodology employed, the gap between data and conclusions has been filled by following a systematic process. The process of
analyzing data and reaching conclusions from case study research is a
highly iterative one. The process itself involves constant iteration backward and forward between data analysis, shaping hypothesis, and enfolding literature reaching closure when marginal improvement becomes insignificant. This process starts with the step of analyzing data, which is
seen as the heart of building theory from case studies, but, at the same
time, it is the most difficult and least transparent part of the process
(Eisenhardt, 1989). In most of the cases, the difficulty lies with the question of how to code and interpret the transcripts once the interviews have
been completed (Burnard, 1991).
Each interview from our four case studies was recorded in full, transcribed
in full, and coded using a generic form of open-coding. The interviews
transcripts are shown in Appendix A. In this document, for confidentiality reasons, interviewees remain anonymous. The interviews transcriptions were analyzed using a method of thematic content analysis. This
method is particularly suitable for semi-structured interviews that have
been recorded and transcribed in full (Burnard, 1991). More specifically,
each of the semi-structured interviews were handled using the following
methodical backbone:
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1. Interview recordings were transcribed as literally as possible and each
recording was listened to a second time and compared to what was
transcribed in the first attempt – small issues were corrected in this
step in order to improve quality of transcription.
2. Next, each transcript was coded using a generic form of open-coding,
meaning that the categories were freely generated. The aim, here, was
to produce a detailed and systematic recording of the themes and
issues addressed in the interviews and to link the themes and interviews together under a reasonably comprehensive category system
(Burnard, 1991).
3. For validation purposes a second, more experienced, researcher was
asked to evaluate the coding. Emerging discrepancies were then discussed to reach consensus.
After the interviews were transcribed as literally as possible, they were
thoroughly read and side notes were made concerning the two major
themes of this research paper:
a. Platform thinking (first part of the interviews)
b. Disruptive innovation (second part of the interviews)
The purpose, here, was to become immersed in the data. This process of
immersion was used to become more fully aware of the “outside world”
of the respondent and to enter the other person’s “frame of reference”
(Burnard, 1991).
Next, transcripts were read through again and as many codes as necessary
were generated to label all aspects of the content of each interview. The
issues that were not related to the themes of interest, namely, “Platform
thinking” and “Disruptive innovation”, were intentionally left out. The
categories were freely generated at this stage. As certain categories were
occurring more than once, the emerging coding labels were, then, ranked
based on the number of their appearances. Codes which appeared more
than once were considered to be recurring themes.
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Company A

Company B

#amazon_customers_building_their_own_platforms
#amazon_IoT_is_expensive
#paradigm_change
#fault_tolerance_platform
#modular_structure_platform

#proximity_relevant_for_many_industries
#serve_side_A
#proximity_technology_is_disruptive
#adding_value_beyond_hardware
#proximity_platform

Company C

Company D

#serve_side_A
#platform_simple_and_easy_to_use
#data_analytics
#side_A_can_build_solutions_for_any_industry
#software_interface_is_important

#analytics
#focus_on_healthcare_market
#preventive_medicine
#serve_side_B_directly
#Iot_platform_for_healthcare

Figure 4 – Showing the top five most occurring categories for each case

The complete list of interview codes ranked based on their occurrences
can be found in Appendix B.
Next, the emergent list of categories was grouped together under higherorder concepts: in order to reduce the numbers of categories, similar labels
were grouped into broader themes. Following a repetitive process, a new
category catalog was developed and very similar headings were removed
to refine and produce a final list. Interview transcripts were read again
together with the final list of categories in order to establish the degree
to which the categories cover all aspects of the interviews. Adjustments
were made as necessary in line with the stage-by-stage method of analyzing qualitative interview data proposed by Burnard (1991).
Final list of broader themes (containing grouped categories) for each case:

Table 6 – Final list of broader themes for each case

Company A

Company B

Company C

Company D

modular structure
open platform
fault tolerant platform
linear scalability
service level agreement
multitenancy platform
shift from fire and forget
no external dependencies
serve verticals directly
continuously feeding data
serve different industries

proximity technology
serve verticals directly
proximity platform
analytics
hardware platform
software platform
open platform
platform complementors
available across industries
proximity technology
broadly applicable

advanced backend
customers pull solutions
analytics
fast deployment
platform security
simplicity
easy to use
serve different industries
platform complementors
software platform
open platform

analytics
focus on healthcare
fast deployment
platform for healthcare
multitenancy platform
open platform
hardware agnostic
preventive medicine
serve verticals directly
special regulations
agile
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fast deployment platform
data repository platform
data retrieval platform
data visualization platform
disruption as a service
platform complementors

real time visualization
scalability
serve verticals directly
stay horizontal
user experience is critical

generic capabilities
real time flexible
complementors
platform reliability
artificial intelligence
modular structure
platform security
multi layered platform
evolve from internal
part of a bigger group

Following the completion of the interview coding process, the highly iterative process of systematically comparing the emergent theoretical constructs from cases with existing literature was undertaken. The main aim
of this exercise is to constantly compare theory and data iterating toward
generating theory which is tightly linked to the data.

4.2

Results

The first iteration started by analyzing the data. A first sub-step in the
data analysis process was: analyzing within-case data in order to become
intimately familiar with each case individually as a stand-alone entity
(Eisenhardt, 1989). This step allowed unique patterns from each case to
emerge before cross-case patterns were developed, accelerating also crosscase comparison (Eisenhardt, 1989). Next, within-case analysis was coupled with cross-case analysis in search for patterns in the data. However,
it is worth pointing out that Eisenhardt warns about the danger of reaching premature and even false conclusions as a result of information-processing biases, and one way to avoid this is to look at the data in many
divergent ways. The divergent tactic employed in this study is selecting
categories or dimensions, and then looking for within-group similarities
coupled with intergroup differences (Eisenhardt, 1989).
The researcher mindset used to approach the data analysis process was
split according to the two major themes of this paper, namely, “platform
thinking” and “disruptive innovation”. For clarity and simplicity in analyzing the data, at the beginning of first iteration the researcher mindset
was only concerned with revealing insights about the first theme: “platform thinking”. It seemed naturally to start the analysis in this manner
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as the literature review chapter developed a theoretical backbone which
first exposed the evolution of the industry platform concept. Subsequently, it recognized platforms’ ability to enable reusability of components at industry level in order to facilitate disruptive innovations.
The constructs that emerged from data analysis in the first iteration of
the data analysis steps are:

Table 7 – Theoretical constructs that emerged from the first iteration of the data analysis step

Company A
Platform

Company B
Platform

Company C
Platform

Company D
Platform

Platform allows solutions for multiple industries

Can serve any industry, broadly applicable

Serve customers from
different industries

Platform for developing healthcare solutions

Modular, repository, retrieval and visualization
platform

Proximity Technology

Advanced technological
backend, and user interface

Advanced generic
analytics

Some of the industry platforms considered in this study chose to allow
companies to develop product offerings on top of their platform for addressing any industry. And without imposing any major technological
restriction, this is the case of Company A and Company C.
Other industry platforms considered in this study are built around one
particular technology, in the case of Company B, the proximity technology. And they allow companies to leverage this technological capability
through their platform enabling them to develop solutions that can serve
any industry.
Finally, in the case of Company D, the technology restriction is not present, instead, their platform seems to impose a constraint on the industry
which the solutions built on top of the platform need to address. Their
platform has a clear focus on healthcare, and will only accept solutions
that serve the healthcare market.
To refine our findings, it can be observed that two dimensions emerged:
1. technologies that the platform allows to be leveraged
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The possible values for this dimension range from generic to
specific (specific indicating that the platform offers for reusability one particular technology or technological component
which has a more specific and narrow scope and applicability)
2. industries that the platform allows to be served
• The possible values for this dimension range from one (indicating the focus of the platform on one particular industry) to
many (indicating that the platform supports solutions on top
of it ready to serve multiple different industries).
•

These two emerging concepts seem to introduce a new perspective to look
at industry platforms and separate the four analyzed platform cases in
three scenarios. Firstly, Company A and Company C seem to offer
through their platform a very generic technological component that can
be reused by external companies to build solutions that address any industry. Secondly, Company B allow companies to reuse a very specific
technology, namely, proximity technology. But their platform permits
companies to use proximity technology in order to create solutions for a
broad range of industries. Thirdly, Company D is restricting their platform to serve the healthcare industry, while the technology offered for
reusability through their platform is generic.
Next, an essential feature of theory building is comparison of the emergent concepts, theory, or hypotheses with the existing literature
(Eisenhardt, 1989). Linking results to literature is particularly important
in theory building research from case studies because the findings rely on
a limited number of cases (Eisenhardt, 1989). Moreover, when comparing
findings with existing literature it is important to consider both literature
that supports the findings as well as literature that contradicts the findings (Eisenhardt, 1989). Considering and linking literature that conflicts
with the findings strengthens the confidence in the results, while literature that discusses similar findings is important because it connects underlying similarities in theory normally not associated with each other
(Eisenhardt, 1989).
The findings from the end of the first data analysis iteration are the two
dimensions which allowed to distinguish between the four cases:
1. Two cases offer no explicit limits for industries that can be served
and offer a generic technological component for reusability.
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2. One case offers no limits for industries that can be served, but
allows a particular technology to be reused through the platform
(e.g. proximity technology).
3. Finally, the last case imposes a clear restriction regarding the target industry (e. g. healthcare) for solutions developed on top on
the platform, however, the technological components offered for
reusability are generic.
The dimensions which unlocked this perspective are: technologies that the
platform allows to be leveraged and industries that the platform allows to
be served.
The first attempt to confront this result with existing literature started
by revealing the alignment with the work conducted on defining and
shaping the concept of industry platforms. Firstly, it recognizes and
strengthens the importance of two of the four levers of platform leadership identified by Gawer and Cusumano (2003 & 2008). Namely, scope
and product technology platform levers. According to these concepts, platforms must decide about the extent of innovation the platform does internally and how much it encourages outsiders to do, as well as, the architecture, level of modularity, and degree of openness for platform interfaces (Cusumano & Gawer, 2003; Gawer & Cusumano, 2008). The result
of the first data analysis iteration, which revealed the two dimensions,
reinforces these theoretical concepts. In particular, one of these dimensions: “technologies that the platform allows to be leveraged”, offers a
clear backing for at least two of the four levers and strategies of platform
leadership identified and refined by Gawer and Cusumano (2003, 2008,
2010 & 2013).
Moreover, our finding shares consistent traits with certain attributes of
the business model innovation patterns, applicable in the context of industry platforms. This set of business model patterns was identified after
a study on the connected car sector (Mikusz et al., 2015). According to
the study, there are five clusters of possible industry platforms business
model innovations for the connected car sector:
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Table 8 - Business model patterns for the connected car sector (Mikusz et al., 2015)

Composite Pattern /
Cluster

Business Model
Pattern

Complementary
Solution

Add-On
Cross-Selling
Solution Provider

Digital
Customization

Digitalization
Layer Player
Long Tail
Mass Customization

Open
Commerce

E-Commerce
Open Business Model
Revenue Sharing

Digital
Lock-In

Freemium
Lock-In
Razor and Blade

Data
Orchestrator

Leverage Customer Data
Orchestrator
Two-Sided Market

Our two dimensional view over industry platforms offers interesting theoretical intersections with the information presented in Table 8. Especially with the digital lock-in cluster of business models, where our technology focus dimension could, also, imply that an industry platform which
is offering for reusability a specific technology will be more interested in
a digital lock-in mechanism for its customers.
Other studies suggest that the more commoditized the solution offered
by a given platform, the more open the platform must be (Parker & Van
Alstyne, 2012). Our findings back this statement, revealing that platforms
which make available generic technological components through their interfaces are indeed more open. They impose less restrictions for complementors to innovate by not limiting the target industries nor the technology used to develop solutions on top of the plat-form. However, there are
platforms which decide to make their components more specific. For instance, a platform targeting the healthcare industry will not allow solutions aiming to serve agriculture industry to be built on it and will only
attract complementors that can add value in the context provided by the
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healthcare industry. Similarly, the degree of genericity of technological
components that are made available by platform interfaces can influence
the complementors ability to innovate (e.g. a company that does not intend to use proximity technology will not build its solution on top of a
platform which makes available proximity technology component to be
used).
Furthermore, the ramifications of our finding reached the intensively researched area which revealed the emerging idea that industry architecture
can play an important role in success or failure of industry platform strategies (Hatchuel et al., 2010; Parker & Van Alstyne, 2012; Tee & Gawer,
2009; Thomas, Autio, & Gann, 2014). The industry architecture concept
focuses on the ways in which activities along the value chain get divided
between industry participants, paying particular attention to interdependencies, and the ways in which firms attempt to shape the industry’s
division of labor (Tee & Gawer, 2009). The Figure 5 is showing the relation and interactions between the concepts of industry architecture and
industry platform in a framework developed by Tee and Gawer (2009):

Figure 5 - Platform – industry architecture interaction framework (Tee & Gawer, 2009)
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Therefore, the industry architecture seems to represent the larger context
in which an industry platform operates. Our finding comes to build up
on this work, as our result suggests that technological platforms may
position themselves along the two dimensions deciding to focus on one
industry, offer a specific technology for reusability or stay flat by offering
generic technology and allowing any industry to be served. In this way,
their platform can be connected in different ways to the existing industry
architecture, and this action is influencing their success or failure.
Finally, our results from the first iteration are consistent with the findings
from studies aimed to unify the existing theory on technological platforms
into an integrative framework (Gawer, 2010, 2014). This work which aims
to create a general theory of technological platforms, identified platforms
as evolving organizations or meta-organizations, in which the platform’s
interfaces are not stable, and platform’s constitutive agents, buyers or
complementors, do not play a fixed role over time. Instead, this conceptualization recognizes that the roles played by the platform’s constitutive
agents can be multiple and evolve over time (Gawer, 2014). Figure 6
shows the dynamics of this relations:

Figure 6 - Platform innovation and competition (Gawer, 2014)
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Our two-dimensional perspective of industry platforms is aligned with the
work conducted by Gawer (2010, 2014), in the sense that contributes to
this theory of seeing platforms as organizations which find themselves in
a state of constant change and continuous evolution. Although the work
in this paper was not focused on the dynamics study area of industry
platforms, our results, identified in the first iteration, still offer support
for Gawer’s integrative theory of technological platforms. Our two dimensions, namely, 1 - technologies that the platform allows to be leveraged
and 2 - industries that the platform allows to be served, support the idea
that platforms are constantly evolving organization which theoretically
can change their focus and scope. At least in the direction of technology
that they allowed to be reused through their platform and the industry’s
that can be served by solutions developed on top of the platform.
After the first iteration through data analysis is completed, a new iteration can start by going back to data and extract more information. The
first iteration revealed the two dimensions: technologies that the platform
allows to be leveraged and industries that the platform allows to be served,
that allowed us to separate the three cases in three different scenarios.
The second iteration will build on this finding and will try to extract
more in depth information about each of these three scenarios. Drilling
down into these scenarios seems the natural thing to do, because after
the first iteration, the results, although valuable, may be considered to
operate at a very high level. Therefore, in this second iteration the aim
will be to increase the depth and give a solid foundation for the findings
from the first iteration.
Going back to the data, only this time, we have the grouping of cases
based on the result from the first data analysis iteration. Therefore, study
cases are grouped in three data buckets, before we continue with data
analysis:
1. Company A platform and Company C platform
2. Company B platform
3. Company D platform
As a result, instead of four distinct buckets of data, which were present
when the first data analysis iteration started, the data collected data from
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Company A and Company C cases was merged into one data bucket.
From this point on, this will be considered one entity in the data analysis
process, and, based on results from first iteration, the data coming from
Company A and Company C will be analyzed as it would have been taken
from one single case study. This is made possible by the findings in the
first iteration of the data analysis process which introduced two dimensions that collapsed our perspective over the four cases, and made it clear
that they can be grouped and analyzed in three different scenarios.
For extracting in-depth data regarding the three scenarios, each bucket
of data was reconsidered, and also, the mindset of the researcher looking
for emerging theoretical concepts was changed. While in the first iteration, the focus was on the first component of this research, namely, “platform thinking”, the second iteration must dig in more and strengthen the
findings by proving more substance. Consequently, the second iteration
started with researcher looking for information about both concepts:
“platform thinking” and “disruptive innovation”.
The constructs that emerged from data analysis in the second iteration
of the data analysis steps are:

Table 9 - Theoretical constructs that emerged from the second iteration of the data analysis step

Scenario I
No industry focus
Technology focus

Scenario II
No industry focus
No technology focus

Scenario III
Industry focus
No technology focus

Specific platform technology

No specific technology

Focus on one industry

Offers hardware as well

No hardware offered

No hardware offered

Passively collect proximity information

General Service Level Agreements offered

Patent protected software analytics

Directly serve the market

Low price

Directly serve the market

Directly serve the market

Established player
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Next, the emerging concepts from the second iteration, presented in Table
9, need to be compared and linked with existing literature. In order to
complete this step, literature from both research streams is taken into
account: “platform thinking” and “disruptive innovation”.
The comparison between results exposed in Table 9 with the academic
literature on “platform thinking” and “disruptive innovation” revealed
three points of juncture with existing work. First two points linked our
results to the existing research through the business model innovation
and platform innovation perspectives over the “platform thinking” concept. The last point of juncture is using our results to bridge the “platform thinking” and “disruptive innovation” research streams.
First of all, we found similarities with the research stream which contributes to the platform thinking by considering the business model innovation perspective. The business model approach angle for studying the
platform thinking theoretical concepts has got quite some attention from
researchers which expanded it in different directions. Some of the most
important areas covered are: how to design a winning business model
(Eyring & Johnson, 2005), identify and avoid common pitfalls for executing platform strategies (Cennamo & Santalo, 2015; Chen, Zhang, & Xu,
2009; Frery, Lecocq, & Warnier, 2015; Markus & Loebbecke, 2013), and
putting platforms in context by considering the concept of architectural
leverage (Thomas et al., 2014). In this environment, our findings have
synergies with respect to one of the platform traps identified by Cennamo
and Santalo (2015), namely, pursuing an intermediate approach between
the mass market and a niche. According to their findings, a platformbased company which is trying to conquer the main stream customer
segment, and, at the same time, win a niche segment will have a hard
time winning either of the two markets. Our results, interpreted in the
form of the three scenarios (industry focus, technological focus, and no
specific focus generic platforms) are aligned with Cennamo and Santalo
(2015) supporting the idea that platforms must target either mass market
or a niche market in order to be successful. Specifically, our findings provide supporting evidence which comes from the separation of our study
cases in three scenarios, as well as the in-depth descriptions of those scenarios. In the second scenario there is no particular focus, and every company is welcomed on the platform (the platform is targeting a mass mar-
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ket), while in the other two scenarios, the platform chose to either concentrate on one industry vertical or on one particular technology. In the
last two scenarios, the platforms are specializing in taking over niche
markets. Interestingly, they are doing that by leveraging different dimensions: while in the third scenario the platforms are interested in specializing in an industry vertical, in the second scenario they chose to focus
on one particular niche technology.
Moreover, another section where our findings are relevant in the platform
thinking literature is represented by the platform innovation research
stream branch (Gawer & Cusumano, 2008; Hall, 2008; Lu, Wang, &
Hayes, 2012; Mäkinen, Seppänen, & Ortt, 2014). Contextually, our findings are potentially stimulating when used in combination with the work
conducted in the area of how platform external collaborators should be
organized in order to improve platform innovation. Two scenarios were
proposed for organizing platform external innovators: as competitive markets or as collaborative communities (Boudreau & Lakhani, 2009). Our
findings suggest that, in all three identified scenarios, platforms were willing to directly serve industry verticals, if they had the opportunity to do
so. This could possibly extend the work conducted by Boudreau and
Lakhani (2009), and raise new questions, such as: when organizing external innovators as competitive markets or collaborative communities, how
should the platform behave when deciding to serve a particularly industry
vertical? Our results suggest that is a hard decision to be made by platform-based companies. Moreover, if all of our 4 case studies the platform
chose to directly serve the industry vertical only when it was free of competitors. One driver of such a decision was the novelty of technology (IoT)
and the absence of a comparable solution in the existing markets.
Finally, and most importantly, our findings have common roots with literature on disruptive innovation research stream. Since the development
of the disruptive innovation theory (Christensen & Bower, 1995;
Christensen & Rosenbloom, 1995; Christensen, 1993) its popularity
among researchers increased steadily and, consequently, the need for its
enhancement and refinement grew considerably. Markides (2006) initiated important forward steps in that direction. Firstly, he classified as a
“mistake” the usage of Christensen disruption theory in a generic way by
putting different types of disruptive innovations in the same container
and then treating them in the same way. Christensen (2013) separated
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disruptive innovations based on the market where they originated,
namely, low-end market disruption and new market disruption. However,
a need grew to differentiate between types of disruptive innovations based
on their diverse competitive effects and the unalike markets that they
created, in order to analyze them as distinct, standalone entities
(Charitou & Markides, 2003; Dang, School, & Mathews Z. Nkhoma, 2013;
Gilbert & Bower, 2002; Guercini & Runfola, n.d.; Markides, 2006). According to this perspective, which built on Christensen work and which
quickly gained solid ground, researchers distinguish between three different forms of disruptive innovation.
The three distinct kinds of disruptive innovations identified are:
1. business-model innovation
2. product (new-to-the world) innovation
3. technological innovation
Markides (2006) points out that, although the three categories share
many similarities, they still need to be considered different phenomena as
they rise radically different challenges for established firms, and have radically different implications for executives. He continues by arguing that
progress can be made only when the topic of disruptive innovation is
divided between these better-quality categories.
Under this context, the result our second data analysis iteration facilitates
a mapping process between our three identified scenarios and their details, on the one hand, and the existing literature on different types of
disruptive innovation on the other hand. This mapping process will be
presented in more detail in the section Results.
After the second iteration was completed, and since the incremental improvement was significant, the process of data analysis will continue with
the third iteration. Since marginal improvement of the previous iteration
is not insignificant, we need to continue with iterating through data for
extracting new concepts.
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Table 10 - Theoretical constructs that emerged from the third iteration of the data analysis step

Scenario I
No industry focus
Technology focus

Scenario II
No industry focus
No technology focus

Scenario III
Industry focus
No technology focus

Specific platform technology

No specific technology

Focus on one industry

Low price

No hardware offered

Directly serve the market

Established player

It can be observed in Table 10, the results of iteration three did not bring
new valuable insights or reveal new theoretical concepts. However, for
providing an extra layer of security over the fact that we extracted everything from our data, another attempt will be made to extract information from the collected data. This time we will try to see if something
new can be revealed if we reverse the grouping made at the beginning of
iteration two, where data from Company A and Company C was placed
in the same bucket.

Table 11 - Theoretical constructs that emerged from the fourth iteration of the data analysis step

Scenario I
No industry focus
Technology focus

Scenario II
No industry focus
No technology focus

Scenario III
Industry focus
No technology focus

Specific platform technology

No specific technology

Focus on one industry

Directly serve the market

No hardware offered

Another attempt was made to extract more data, but, similar to the third
iteration, the marginal improvement was insignificant and mostly reiterated and reconfirmed constructs that were already extracted in previous
iterations. According to the research methodology employed, this is a
signal to stop the data analysis process. Consequently, our data analysis
process will stop, and in the next section, the final results will be refined
and presented.
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The data analysis process produced unrefined results which, according to
the research methodology employed, were linked with supporting and
conflicting literature for strengthening their emergence. In this section,
the findings were polished and presented in two steps. Firstly, a high level
recap of the data analysis process is shown. Secondly, the final emerging
theoretical concepts will be presented in a visual way.
Due to its highly iterative nature, the data analysis process may prove to
be difficult to understand, resulting in failing to convey its message.
Therefore, a simple summary of this process is presented in Table 12:

Table 12 – Summary of the data analysis process

Iteration

Iteration steps

Iteration result

First iteration

1.
2.
3.

Analyzing Data
Shaping Hypothesis
Enfolding Literature

adds dimensions: technology and
industries served

Second iteration

1.
2.
3.

Analyzing Data
Shaping Hypothesis
Enfolding Literature

adds scenario specific in-depth details, allows mapping with different
types of disruptive innovations

Third iteration

1.

Analyzing Data

adds insignificant incremental
value, mostly reconfirms findings
from previous iterations

Fourth iteration

1.

Analyzing Data

adds insignificant incremental
value, mostly reconfirms findings
from previous iterations



Reaching closure

As it can be observed in Table 12, only the first two iterations brought
significant contributions in revealing insights from existing data. Because
the third and fourth iterations did not provide significant contributions,
the last two steps of the iterative process, namely, shaping hypothesis
and enfolding literature, were left out as they were considered unnecessary in these cases. Furthermore, iterations three and four failures to
provide new insights caused the data analysis process to reach closure.
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Given the pylons which served as a foundation for this study: platform
thinking, disruptive innovation, and Internet of Things serving as empirical context, our results can be separated in two major components.
Firstly, the two dimensions revealed at the end of the first data analysis
iteration, can be used to visualize the four study cases in a 2X2 matrix.
The two axes of the matrix are labeled:
•
•

industries served by platform
technological solution that can be reused through platform

The first dimension is used for assessing the fact that some platforms may
target specific industries. In supporting this construct, our study revealed
that, in one particular case, external innovators were only allowed to use
the platform for creating solutions which target the healthcare industry.
Taking into consideration also the industries served by the other cases
analyzed, we were able to draft the range of possible values for this dimension. The range for this dimension starts with one industry and ends
with many industries.
The second dimension, namely, technological solution that can be reused
through platform, is concerned with what technology can be reused by
external innovators that are using the platform. The range of possible
solutions for this dimension was drafted using the same process used for
the first dimension. Specifically, after analyzing and considering all the
companies and their behavior with respect to this dimension. The result
was that some platforms specialize and allow for reusability a certain
technology (in our case proximity technology) which can be used in very
specific contexts of use. On the other hand, other platforms offer for reusability a more generic technology for their external innovators.
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The resulting 2X2 matrix can be seen in Figure 7:

Many
•

•

No industry
focus

I.

Technology
focus

Industries
served by
platform

•

•

IV.
•

•

No industry
focus

II.

No technology
focus

Industry focus

III.

No technology
focus

One
Specific

Technical solutions that can be
Generic
reused through platform

Figure 7 – 2X2 matrix centralizing scenarios which emerged from the data analysis process

The 2X2 matrix provided a simple, but powerful, visualization tool which
helped inserting our four study cases within three quadrats of this matrix.
The description of each of the three quadrants which were populated with
companies from our case study is as follows:
•

Quadrat / Scenario I:
1. Contains technological industry platforms which offer a very
specific technology to external innovators for reusability;
2. The technological component can be employed to create solutions to serve any potential industry;

•

Quadrat / Scenario II:
1. Contains technological industry platform which offer a generic
technology to external innovators for reusability;
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2. The technological component can be employed to create solutions to serve any potential industry;
•

Quadrat / Scenario III:
1. Contains technological industry platform which offer a generic
technology to external innovators for reusability;
2. The technological component can be employed to create solutions to serve a particular industry (or set of industries);

Secondly, our findings enabled a mapping process between existing research regarding different types of disruptive innovations and the three
scenarios. Initially, an attempt was made to map our findings directly
with the existing literature which distinguishes between three types of
innovation: business model, radical product, and technological disruptive
innovation (Charitou & Markides, 2003; Dang et al., 2013; Danneels,
2004; Gilbert & Bower, 2002; Guercini & Runfola, n.d.; Markides, 2006).
However, as creating a clear mapping proved to be a difficult thing to do,
we observed that the mapping process can be more reliable if the literature on radical (new-to-the world) product and technological disruptive
innovation is merged. Therefore, we decided to consolidate these tow research streams and consider them one entity in our mapping process. The
literature separating and classifying types of disruptive innovations based
on their different competitive effects and divergent markets that they
created is centralized in Table 13.

Table 13 – Existing literature for different types of disruptive innovation: business model and radical product
technological (Charitou & Markides, 2003; Dang et al., 2013; Danneels, 2004; Gilbert & Bower, 2002; Guercini
& Runfola, n.d.; Markides, 2006)

Business model
disruptive innovation

Radical product disruptive innovations &
Technological disruptive innovations

Meaning

Business model innovation is the discovery of a fundamentally different
business model in an existing business

These are the disruptive innovations whose disruptive tendencies stem from the advancement in
the technological component of the innovation
they may result in a new to the world products
or disruptive technological improvements to the
already existing products

Main
aspects

The new business model is disruptive
if: (a) extend the economic pie by attracting new customers; (b) expand

New products or technologies are disruptive to
consumers because they perturb prevailing consumer habits and behavior in a major way
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the existing market by convincing
existing customers to consume more
Do not implies the launch of a new
product or a new service, but the redefinition of what a product or service is and how it is provided to the
customer
Requires a different and conflicting
value chain from the ones of incumbent company

Disruptive product innovation results from a supply push process rather than demand pull approaches;
In the case of radical product disruptive innovation, the early pioneers that create it are very
rarely the ones that capture the market, while
latecomers' products are general preferred by the
average consumer
The new technology changes the traditional attributes along firms compete
The new technology makes the product cheaper
and broadly available

Level of
disruptiveness

For an incumbent is very difficult to
make the two (new and established
business models) coexist and herein
the dilemma for them is whether to
accept it or not

The new technology undermines the competencies
and complementary assets on which existing competitors have built their success

Main
differences

It is not true that, as in the case of
technological innovation, the only
way to face with disruption is to accept it and find new ways to exploit
it. Rather firms may invest in their
existing model to compete more aggressive with the new business model

To exploit disruptive product innovations established companies should not attempt to create
such innovation but should give the\ task to
small or start-up firms. In other words, established firm may consequently create and nurture
a network of feeder firms

No frills business models in airlines;
Internet banking and Internet brokerage; Internet bookstores

Car; Television, Personal Computers, Mobile
phones; Disk drive; Digital cameras; minicomputer.

Examples
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While the disk drive featured advancement or
changes in technology, the business model employed in taking it to the market from one disk
drive generation to another was not significantly
different. The innovation involved was also neither radical nor new to the world.
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The mapping process resulted in a theoretical framework which brings
together knowledge on industry platforms and disruption innovation theory is presented in Figure 8.

Many
I.
Business Model
Disruption
Industries
served by
platform

II.
Technological
Disruption
Business Model
Disruption

IV.

III.
Technological
Disruption

One
Specific

Technical solutions that can be
Generic
reused through platform

Figure 8 - Types of disruptive innovation facilitated by different quadrants - a theoretical framework which
brings together knowledge on industry platforms and disruption innovation theory

According to our result, presented in Figure 8, we draft three theoretical
hypotheses:
1. Industry platforms which have technological focus, but have no
industry focus, are more likely to facilitate business model disruptive innovations
2. Industry platforms which have no technological focus, but have
industry focus, are more likely to facilitate technological disruptive innovation (including radical new-to-the world product)
3. Industry platforms which have no focus with respect to our two
dimensions, namely, industry and technological, do not distinguish between different types of disruptive innovation.
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The mapping process which served as the foundation for Figure 8 is illustrated in Table 14:

Table 14 – Mapping process between our findings and existing literature on disruptive innovation from Table
13 (Charitou & Markides, 2003; Dang et al., 2013; Danneels, 2004; Gilbert & Bower, 2002; Guercini & Runfola,
n.d.; Markides, 2006)

Resulting scenarios and
their particularities
Scenario I
Specific platform technology
Offers hardware as well
Collect proximity information
Directly serve the market
Scenario II
No specific technology
No hardware offered
General SLAs offered
Low price
Directly serve the market
Scenario III
Focus on one industry
No hardware offered
Patent protected software
analytics
Directly serve the market
Established player

Centralized literature regarding different types of disruptive innovation
Business model
Attracting new customers or convincing existing
customers to consume more
Implies a redefinition of what a product or service is and how it is provided to the customer
Requires a different and conflicting value chain
from the ones of incumbent company
For an incumbent is very difficult to make the
two business models coexist
Radical product & technological
They perturb prevailing consumer habits and behavior in a major way
They result from a supply push process rather
than demand pull approaches
In the case of radical product disruptive innovation, the early pioneers that create it are very
rarely the ones that capture the market
The new technology changes the traditional attributes along firms compete
The new technology makes the product cheaper
and broadly available
The new technology undermines the competencies and complementary assets on which existing
competitors have built their success
To exploit disruptive product innovations established companies should not attempt to create
such innovation but should give the\ task to
small or start-up firms.
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It is important to restate that the context for this mapping is the following: we consider industry platforms and, based on their identified attributes, we assess their ability to allow their external innovators to pursue
a particular type of disruptive innovation. Specifically, the innovation
created in this process will disrupt the markets served by the industry
platform’s external innovators.
The mapping process detailed:
Scenario I was mapped with business model innovation based on the
following connections:
•

•

Specific platform technology:
o If the platform allows a specific technology to be reused by
external innovators that implies that external innovators can
only have less control of technology and more space to innovate in the business model area.
Offers hardware as well:
o Offering hardware (on top of the software product offering)
strengthens these platforms commitment to focus on one particular technology. Therefore, this is limiting the platform
external innovators attempts to pursue a pure technological
disruptive innovation, and this opens more possibilities for innovation in the business model area.

Scenario II was mapped with business model innovation and radical product and technological innovation based on the following connections:
•

No specific technology, no hardware offered, general SLAs offered,
and low price:
o In this case, there was no indication that the platform will
empower external innovators to pursue a certain type of disruptive innovation over the other.

Scenario III was mapped with radical product and technological innovation based on the following connections:
•

•

Focus on one industry:
o In this case, the platforms limit the business model innovation
perspective by focusing on one industry.
No hardware offered:
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Because there is no technology focus, and no hardware is offered this opens the possibility for technological disruptive innovation.
Patent protected software analytics:
o As these software analytics algorithms are generic, they
strengthen the match between platform external innovators
and technological disruptive innovations.
o

•

Another interesting finding is given by the fact that in all studied cases
we found that industry platform was willing to, or they were doing it
already, build solutions to serve directly the end customer. They did that
without the help of external innovators. The driving force behind this
seems to be getting market share in sectors where the competition is insignificant or there is no competition.
Next, we need to consider how well are our findings answer the research
question proposed in this paper.
RQ: How do industry platforms facilitate disruptive innovation?
Given our findings, we are able to say the following with respect to the
research question:
1. Some industry platforms chose to pursue an industry or technology
strategic focus, while others stay generic (Table 9).
2. Industry platforms pursuing a technological focus have a higher affinity for facilitating business model disruptive innovation (Table 10).
Their strategy had the following particularities:
a. On top of software, they also offered hardware
b. They focus and perfect a very specific technology through
their platform, which allows them to passively collect proximity information
3. Industry platforms pursuing an industry focus have a higher affinity
for facilitating technological disruptive innovation (Table 10). Their
strategy had the following particularities:
a. They did not find beneficial to strengthen their software offering by also provide hardware
b. They strengthen their software by patented protected software analytics
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c. The platform, although a separated business unit, was part of
a larger organization (a significant difference in size from the
other study cases).
4. Industry platforms stay generic with respect to industries that external innovators can target and the technology which can be reused
through the platform. They do not seem to offer better conditions for
one particular type of disruptive innovation over another (Table 10).
Their strategy had the following particularities:
a. They tried to take a clear portion of the risk involved by
providing General Service Level agreements to their external
innovators.
b. Their product offering is characterized by being available at a
relatively low price
5. Under certain circumstances, characterized by absence of competition, all the industry platforms from this study chose to directly serve
the end market. And this is a task normally carried out by external
innovators.

4.3

Discussion

This study aimed to understand industry platforms’ facilitator role in
emerging disruptive innovations. Interestingly, this work was trigger by
observing a real world phenomenon, namely, the remarkable business accomplishments, in a relatively short time frame, from companies like
Airbnb, Spotify, and Netflix. However, the most intriguing part was that
these organizations credited Amazon Web Services cloud platform with
playing an instrumental role in enabling their success stories. As the literature review chapter revealed, Amazon Web Services (AWS) cloud
platform can be labeled as an industry platform - more specifically AWS
is an industry platform leader. Furthermore, the innovation introduced
by Airbnb, Spotify, and Netflix in their industries can be classified as
disruptive innovation in line with Christensen’s (1995, 1997) definition of
the term. Consequently, this study was tailored for investigating the theoretical possibility according to which industry platforms can facilitate
disruptive innovations.
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To answer the suggested research question, an inductive research approach was employed. Due to the exploratory nature of this paper and
its aim to unveil new theoretical concepts a qualitative data collection
process was undertaken. Conducting an inductive study seemed to offer
a good fit with the study’s nature, aim, and requirements.
The initial population of companies which were potential candidates for
this study was as large as thirty-three companies. However, after the
theoretical sampling process was completed, only four companies were
finally invited to take part in this study. Without being a criterion for
selection, invited companies are based in different countries, even two
different continents. We believe that this geographical dispersion can
strengthen the generalization of our findings. Furthermore, the interviewees were C-level or senior managers which had access to the strategic level
in the studied companies. Because of that, they were able to provide
relevant insights regarding cases data.
The results can be divided in two major components. Firstly, the 2x2
matrix, presented in Figure 7, reveals a new perspective which differentiates between three diverse types of industry platforms emerging in the
IoT realm. This simple, but powerful visualization tool informs about how
platform position themselves along two dimensions: technologies that the
platform allows to be leveraged and industries that the platform allows to
be served. According to this model, Amazon Web Services platform would
fit in the second quadrat, where there is neither industry nor technology
focus. Furthermore, the Amazon platform offers a generic technological
component which innovators can reuse.
However, it is interesting to observe that our 2x2 matrix has a quadrat
that is empty. Our interpretation of this model cannot be considered
complete without addressing also the 2x2 matrix’s fourth scenario. The
industry platforms which are potentially operating inside this quadrat
should have a focus on both, an industry and a technology at the same
time. This offers an intriguing perception on why our study was not able
to map any of the studied cases with this quadrat. A completely exhaustive and mutually exclusive solution for understanding why the fourth
quadrant is empty, is that the scenario is empty by chance or it is empty
for a reason. Firstly, one possible interpretation could imply that that
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our sample was simply not big enough to cover platforms which may
operate in this particular, and perhaps, rare setup.
Secondly, another potential explanation could originate from an unusual
research area, namely, the study of anthropology and biology. The work
conducted in those fields concerning the evolutions of species, revealed an
idea which rapidly had become a very popular belief among academics:
overspecialization leads to extinction. According to this conception, some
species evolved up to the stage where their overspecialization along certain dimensions contributed decisively to their extinction. In our resulting
2x2 matrix, the second quadrat means that industry platforms chose to
position their product offering as generic. On the exact opposite of this
there is quadrant four, in which industry platforms can be considered as
overspecialized with respect to the two dimensions of our model. Therefore, one possible interpretation is that organizations stay away from this
scenario because they sense that is not good position to be in. This hypothesis may even imply that there are no organizations under this particular setup. However, an important element to consider here is the maturity of the markets. Due to its incipient stage, market demand for IoTbased produce offerings it is still in emerging stage. As a result, extreme
specialization might start to become a desirable solution for platformbased organizations only after the markets become more mature and the
number of competitors increases.
The 2x2 matrix helped developing our second and more important component of our result, namely, mapping industry platforms with different
types of disruptive innovations. According to this finding, industry platforms which are offering a more specialized component for reusability are
more inclined to facilitate a particular type of disruptive innovation. In
contrast, industry platforms which remained generic along the dimensions
in our 2x2 matrix (Figure 7) do not distinguish between different types
of disruptive innovation which they can facilitate. This is represented by
the quadrat two in our 2x2 matrix.
However, quadrant one and three offer a thought-provoking view on how
industry platforms positioning may facilitate different types of disruptive
innovations. Firstly, industry platforms operating in quadrant one concentrate their product offering on one or a specific collection of technologies. Because of that, our study revealed that they are expected to provide
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fertile ground for business model disruptive innovations. It is important
to mention that, in quadrant one, industry platforms are better equipped
to facilitate the emergence of a business model disruptive innovation more
than other types of disruptive innovations. The main reason is that, as
the industry platform focuses on technology, they would control its evolution and development. Therefore, the only complementary disruptive
innovation that shows a good fit with this scenario is an external business
model disruptive innovation. This type of innovation can reuse a technological component offered by the industry platform and wrap it in a disruptive business model which can address any potential market. Furthermore, it would be risky, as an external innovator, to attempt a technological disruptive innovation by reusing a technological component which
they do not entirely control. Instead, pursuing a business model disruptive innovation would offer a better success perspective as the business
model is not tied to a precise technological platform. And this flexibility
can allow external innovators to switch between platforms, or in extreme
cases, try to build their own technological platforms.
On the one hand, quadrant three is comprised of industry platforms which
focus on one or a particular set of industries. Specifically, this means that
they allow external innovators to create solutions which can serve only a
particular collection of industries, or even a single industry. Consequently, the facilitation of business model disruptive innovations is restricted due to the relatively low number of industries in which the business model innovation can be applied. A single particular industry does
not offer a very wide space for multiple and different disruptive business
model innovations to co-exist. And certainly not in a relatively short time
frame. However, the situation changes when we consider the possibility
to facilitate technological disruptive innovations. Industry platforms operating in quadrant three are offering a more fertile ground for technological disruptive innovations due to their focus and advanced knowledge
in that particular industry. They facilitate the emergence of technological
disruptive innovations by offering for reusability a generic technological
component which can be used to develop solutions for a very specific
industry.
However, our findings do not suggest that technological disruptive innovations are completely excluded from being facilitated by industry platforms operating in quadrant one. In the same time, they do not imply
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that business model disruptive innovations are entirely left out from being
enabled by platforms operating in quadrat three.
Instead, our result offers an explanations regarding which scenario has a
better fit for helping certain disruptive innovations emerge. And this can
be important for real life business managers as our findings can be read
starting from two different perspectives. Firstly, the external organizations’ ability to innovate on top of the platform is crucial for the platform
success. As a result, our findings can help industry platforms decision
makers in understanding how they position themselves with respect with
facilitating a particular type of innovation, namely, disruptive innovation.
And what types of disruptive innovations are likely to be attracted on
their platform if they decided to change from a generic platform to a one
which focuses on one industry or one technology.
Secondly, our work can be relevant for external innovators which decided
to pursue a disruptive innovation strategy. Specifically, our model can
help them understand, based on what type of disruptive innovation is
created, which industry platform would be more suitable for developing
their product or service. For example, prior to our model, an external
innovator aiming to develop a disruptive business model solution targeting the healthcare market, could develop its product offering on top of
industry platforms in any quadrant. However, our model informs about
the fact that using industry platform which operate in quadrant three –
industry focus – may not be the optimal solution.
Finally, because of lack of data the current study could not make a statement regarding how quadrant four connects industry platforms and disruptive innovations. We believe this particular set up needs to be the
subject of future investigations before any conclusion are drawn.
Another intriguing finding was that in all of the studied cases, under
certain circumstances, the industry platforms decided to develop their
own vertical solutions in different industries and directly serve the end
customers. In this way eliminating external innovators, and contradicting
the very purpose of an industry platform. However, their motivation can
be justified by the fact that the industry verticals were not served by any
competitor, and it seemed like a facile approach to rapidly grab market
share and gain traction for their platform.
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Furthermore, our results are easily generalizable and can be applied to
any case of industry platforms and disruptive innovations. Moreover, the
geographical dispersion of the cases, four different countries from two
continents, is a strong argument for supporting the fact that our findings
can be applied for any industry platform and external innovator operating
on the world market.
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Chapter 5.

Conclusions

It was impossible to let the success stories of Netflix, Spotify, and Airbnb
pass by unobserved without curiosity calling to dissect their ascension
course in order to reveal more about this highly interesting phenomenon.
Consequently, this paper aimed to unveil new insights about how to control this process and facilitate the emergence of more companies similar
to Netflix, Airbnb, and Spotify. These companies followed roughly the
same path to become leaders in their sectors by fundamentally changing
how the markets were being served. However, their rise to become market
leaders and incumbents, it is not a simple innovation story. As our study
revealed, they are categorized as disruptive innovations in line with Christensen (1997, 1995) definition of the term.
An inquiry for trying to understand what stands behind these success
stories exposed an intriguing fact. According to this finding, all three
companies which shook entire industries, acknowledged the fundamental
role played by an external organization in their emergence. This organization, which apparently acted as an enabler, was the Amazon Web Services platform. After confronting this real-life construct with existing academic literature, we were able to conclude that it exhibits all the characteristics of an industry platform (Gawer, 2014). In other words, industry platforms can offer fertile ground for disruptive innovations. And this
is perfectly aligned with existing literature as industry platforms are reliant on external innovators to create solutions for serving the end users.
This paper aimed to focus on the facilitation aspect made available by
industry platforms to one particular case of innovation, namely, disruptive innovation.
Our inductive study analyzed the data coming from four emerging industry platforms in the realm of Internet of Things (IoT) in order to better
understand how technological industry platforms facilitate disruptive innovations. Concluding results distinguished between three different types
of industry platforms, namely, industry focus, technological focus, and
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generic. Furthermore, each of these categories exhibits unique characteristics which makes them better equipped to facilitate certain types of
disruptive innovations over others.
The current study is advancing a new role in the disruption game,
namely, the role of the facilitator. In our research, this part was played
by technological industry platforms. With establishing industry platforms as facilitators for emerging disruptive innovations, we can conclude
that player three has enter the disruption game. This new role carries a
great strategic importance for platform-based companies and external innovators alike. One of the most explicit graphics used to explain how
industry platforms connect with each other and with external innovators
is presented in Figure 9.

Figure 9 – Visual for the industry platform theoretical concept (Cusumano, 2010)
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5.1

Limitations

Nevertheless, the current study has a number of limitations.
First of all, our results are constrained by the current study’s exploratory
nature. The findings need further elaboration and competing views. Another particular limitation is given by the number of cases considered.
This paper collected and analyzed data coming from four different companies. Although, this number is considered acceptable by the employed
research methodology, we believe that more cases would revalidate and
strengthen our findings. Further empirical studies, need to go beyond this
first exploratory study and provide deeper insights and refine the initial
results.
Furthermore, another limitation is the fact that only qualitative and anecdotal data was used to draw the conclusions of this exploratory study.
Gathering quantitative data would have implied stretching the current
study over its assigned time frame with a significant impact. Instead, we
attempted to first explore this theoretical possibility with an inductive
research based on a qualitative data collection process. This approach
produced valuable results which have to be validated by a second quantitative study.
Another important limitation of the study is the theoretical sampling
process. This method helped the study focusing on industry platforms in
IoT, however, this also implies that the results of the study can only be
generalized to other industry platforms operating in IoT realm. Future
work may find beneficial to aim to understand how industry platforms
facilitate disruptive innovations under different empirical contexts. Some
of these context can be:

5.2

Future work

The current work opens stimulating possibilities for future work. Naturally, due to the fact that this study heavily relied on qualitative data, a
quantitative study should follow in order to strengthen and reconfirm the
resulting theoretical concepts. Furthermore, another research direction
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should attempt to establish why industry platforms stay away from overspecialization. In other words, answering why the quadrant four in our
2x2 model is empty. Future work must establish if emerging industry
platforms decide not to overspecialize, and if this is true, what are the
reasons they consider when that decision is made.
Furthermore, a potential research fertile area will be to establish when
an industry platform should pursue an industry or a technology focus and
when it would be optimal to stay generic – with respect to facilitate disruptive innovation. Moreover, as industry platforms are evolving organizations (Gawer, 2014) a roadmap for guide industry platforms to move
from one quadrant to another can provide great value.
Finally, the current model can be improved by future work if we consider
the perspective of external innovators. As they are the one creating disruptive innovations, future work could elaborate on the four scenarios
identified in this paper. The aim would be to help external innovators to
choose the suitable industry platform to build their product offering based
on the type of disruptive innovation that they chose to create.
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Appendix A
This part of the paper is delivered separately.
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Appendix B
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Appendix C
The invite sent via email to companies asking them to be part of the
study:

“
Dear Mr. / Mrs.,

Would your company be willing to be briefly interviewed by me about
“Disruptive innovation, platform thinking, and internet of things”?
My name is Cristian Pîrvan, I am a student currently enrolled in ICT in
Business master program offered by Leiden University (http://www.leidenuniv.nl/ , The Netherlands). With my master thesis, I explore methods to understand the mechanisms behind platform-enabled disruptive
innovations.
I believe that your company can provide useful insight to my work. The
interview can take place at a location convenient to you (Skype is also
possible) and would last not more than one hour. I will share the results
of our study with you when we have them.
In case your company decides to participate, my contact email is: c.pirvan@umail.leidenuniv.nl.

We will of course treat the information you share with us with care and
promise to keep you anonymous.
Thank you for your time. I am looking forward to your reply.

Kind regards,
Cristian
“
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